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Abstract
The increasing penetration of photovoltaics (PV) systems introduces more uncertainties to the power system, and has
drawn serious concern for maintaining the grid stability. Consequently, the PV power grid-friendly control (GFC) has
been imposed by utilities to provide additional flexibilities for power system operations. Conventional GFC strategies
show limitations to estimate real-time maximum available power, especially when fast moving clouds occur. In this re-
gards, the spatio-temporal (ST) PV nowcasting using a sensor network provides a remedy to the above issue. However,
current ST nowcasting methods suffer from the problems such as predictor mis-selection, inconsistent nowcasting, and
poor model adaptability, which still hinder their practical use for GFC. In this paper, a novel ST PV power nowcasting
method with predictor preselection is presented, which can be used for GFC. The proposed method enables a fast and
precise predictor preselection in different scenarios, and provides consistent PV nowcasts with cloud information inter-
polated. The effectiveness of the proposed nowcasting method is evaluated in a real sensor network. The experimental
results reveal that the proposed method has strong robustness in case of various weather conditions, with fewer training
data used. Compared with the conventional methods, the proposed method shows an average nRMSE and nPMAE
improvements over 13.5% and 41.3% respectively in the cloudy days. A practice of integrating the proposed nowcasting
method to GFC operation is also demonstrated. The results show that the proposed method is promising to improve
the performance of GFC.
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1. Introduction
Renewable energy particularly solar photovoltaic (PV)
energy is becoming an important source for power genera-
tion, and gaining global popularity in recent years [1]. As
the cost of PV generation plummets, PV power is reach-
ing grid parity in many countries, with a levelized cost
equal or lower than the non-renewable electricity tariffs
[2]. In this context, it opens up more opportunities to in-
tegrate PV systems into grid. Nonetheless, as it may be
perceived as an inconsistent resource, PV power raises a
series of grid steady-state operation issues due to the dif-
ficulty to dispatch that energy [3]. Moreover, in terms of
dynamics, the intermittent PV generation that is mainly
resulted from the movement of clouds causes power fluctu-
ations in grid. When the penetration is low, the fluctuat-
ing power can be directly absorbed by the grid in the form
of insignificant frequency deviations. When a large-scale
PV system or accumulated high penetration is concerned,
these fluctuations can damage the grid frequency balance,
and eventually lead to harmonic distortion even blackouts
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[4]. In order to tackle the above challenges, several power
utilities have imposed standards to control the PV output
power from intermittent generation [5, 6, 7]. As a result,
PV power grid-friendly control (GFC) such as power lim-
iting control, power ramp-rate control, and power reserve
control have been proposed, where the PV power is ac-
tively curtailed or reserved to provide more flexibilities to
the grid [8, 9]. However, sudden changes in solar irradiance
can introduce more uncertainties to the power production,
and it becomes more challenging for the control to suppress
sufficient reserved power to comply with the standard reg-
ulation. In this sense, having the knowledge of the amount
of expected produced PV power becomes crucial. If the so-
lar irradiance and the projected power generation can be
forecasted for the near future, it is possible to implement
GFC in a more effective way.
In the modern power system, PV power forecasting
have been widely exploited to facilitate a smarter grid
steady-state operation, such as demand side management,
reserve capacity planning, and economical dispatching. For
these applications, forecasting methods typically process
and make predictions at a large spatial aggregation (a re-
gional system) with hourly or daily resolution, which are
referred as mid-term or long-term forecasting [10, 11, 12].
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Figure 1: Summary of conventional ST nowcasting methods using a sensor network. Two categories can be identified according to the way
of extracting cloud information.
With regard to GFC application, however, forecasts at
lower spatial aggregation (an individual PV system) with
higher temporal resolution (a few seconds to several min-
utes) are expected, where the PV variability is smoothed
much less and the local cloud shading becomes more im-
portant [13, 14, 15]. This is known as the PV nowcasting.
1.1. State-of-art PV nowcasting methods
PV nowcasting, also referred as ultra short-term PV
forecasting are primarily obtained by determining the mo-
tion of local clouds [16]. Sky camera is one of the most
commonly used approach for PV nowcasting [17, 18, 19,
20, 21]. Although the sky camera approach has an ad-
vantage in providing cloud position information, difficulty
rises during the conversion from cloud conditions to ground
level irradiance. The main sources of errors are the inac-
curate cloud base height approximation and cloud con-
tour extraction near the solar disk. Occurrence of haze,
which is often falsely identified as thin clouds, may also
contribute to nowcasting errors [22]. Alternatively, the
spatio-temporal (ST) nowcasting using data from a sen-
sor network overcomes the challenges that typically as-
sociated with the sky camera based approaches, such as
the cloud height estimation and pixel-irradiance conver-
sion. As clouds propagate over the sensor network, one
can preselect sufficient lagged time series data (temporal
predictors) collected by the neighboring sensors (spatial
predictors) as predictors for the focal location. Depending
on how the cloud information is coupled, the ST nowcast-
ing can be subdivided into two categories: cloud tracking
based methods and ST correlation based methods.
The cloud tracking based methods aim to describe the
cloud information with cloud shadow vector (CSV). PV
nowcasts are then produced by transposing the generated
power map in the direction of CSV. Various CSV track-
ing strategies have been introduced in the literature, such
as the most-correlated pair method [23, 24, 25], and peak
matching method [26]. The main advantage of using the
cloud tracking based method is that it provides an accu-
rate measure of the time lag between the measured data
at the sensors and focal PV system. In another word, the
temporal predictors can be adequately preselected. How-
ever, these methods often produce nowcasts of variable
prediction horizon, which is limited by the network di-
mension and CSV velocity [27]. Although a peer-to-peer
method is proposed in [28] to provide consistent PV now-
casts with a fixed prediction horizon, numerous PV ref-
erences (202 rooftop systems) over a wide geographic dis-
persion (≈ 1400 km2) are required. Furthermore, a simple
persistence model or multivariate regression model is typ-
ically used in these methods, which often includes insuf-
ficient or irrelevant spatial predictors. Consequently, the
model becomes inferior to adapt various CSVs [22].
Instead of explicitly deriving the CSV, ST correlation
based methods consider the cloud information indirectly.
PV nowcasts are generated by exploiting the ST correla-
tions observed among the predictors. However, the num-
ber of predictors can become very large as the number of
sensors in the network increases. In this situation, sev-
eral works have implemented the regularized model such
as the lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection opera-
tor) for parameter shrinkage [29, 30, 31], which is able to
filter out the highly correlated predictors. The prediction
horizon using these methods can be set as a fixed value,
which equals to the resolution of training data. However,
the methods listed above only consider the homogeneous
CSV impacts through both space and time, and depend on
known or empirically estimated CSV movements. When
the CSV changes frequently, the model may fail to timely
adapt the cloud dynamics, leading to the inclusion of both
irrelevant spatial and temporal predictors. As a result, the
nowcasting performance becomes much worse [32].
Figure 1 demonstrates the flowchart of the two conven-
tional ST nowcasting methods. As previously discussed,
these methods have shown some limitations in terms of:
1. Lack of a fast and comprehensive preselection mech-
anism for both spatial and temporal predictors.
2. Difficulties to provide consistent PV nowcasts with
a fixed prediction horizon while maintaining cloud
dynamics.
3. Poor model robustness to adapt frequent CSV
changes.
To address the above issues, a scenario-recognizable
preselection (SRP) framework is developed for PV now-
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casting. The proposed SRP method establishes a compre-
hensive ST predictor preselection framework, which en-
ables most-relevant predictors to be selected in absence or
presence of CSVs. PV nowcasts with a constant prediction
horizon is achieved using a regularized model elastic-net,
and complemented by the CSV tracking results when CSV
is detectable. The effectiveness of the SRP based elastic-
net (SRP-Enet) model is validated on a real sensor network
from November 1, 2018 to April 1, 2019, and a total of 5
case studies are presented for detailed evaluation. Com-
pared with other commonly-used PV nowcasting methods,
the proposed method significantly improves the nowcast-
ing accuracy, with the feature that the predicted values
approach closer to the actual ramp peaks. A practical
application of integrating the nowcasts to GFC operation
is also provided to verify the feasibility of the proposed
method.
The remaining of the paper is organized as following.
After describing the deployment of the sensor network in
Section 2, we introduce the proposed SRP-Enet nowcast-
ing method in Section 3. Section 4 then presents the re-
sults of the proposed method, with 5 case studies eval-
uated. Afterwards, a practical application of using the
nowcasts for GFC is demonstrated in Section 5. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. Sensor network description
For a proper design of a sensor network, it is supposed
to provide online and high sampling measurements with
appropriate spatial resolution to support PV nowcasting
applications. The network should also be able to capture
the omnidirectional CSVs. Additionally, it should demand
a flexible infrastructure and low investment in order to be
coupled with various PV systems.
In this work, a concentric sensor network configuration
with two cross layers is adopted. The sensor developed
herein is made from a mini solar cell. From each sensor,
the short-circuit current of the solar cell is measured at 1-s
resolution, and mapped to the corresponding global hori-
zontal irradiance (GHI) data through a previously tuned
conversion model. The converted GHI data is then packed
and sent to the local server via LoRa wireless communi-
cation. More details about the sensor development can be
found in Appendix A. Figure 2 shows an example layout
of the sensor network, where the focal PV system covers
a surface of 0.15 km2, and rated at 5 MW. In order to
reduce the packet loss rate and data transfer delays, an
optimal wireless communication distance is found to be
within 500 m. In addition, to prevent a single CSV flee-
ing between the sensor separations, the distance between
two adjacent sensors should be less than 200 m, which is
the case for a common CSV length [16]. With the above
considerations, totally 32 sensors would be deployed and
enclose the whole PV system to capture the omnidirec-
tional CSVs, with 16 exterior sensors and 16 interior sen-
sors, separated by around 60 m. For a sensor sampling
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Figure 2: Concentric network configuration example of a 5 MW PV
system, covering a surface of 0.15 km2. Totally 32 sensor are used to
enclose the PV system (16 exterior sensors, and 16 interior sensors).
Distance between the exterior and interior layer is around 60 m.
time of 1 s, the largest detectable CSV velocity reaches 60
m/s, which should cover most weather conditions (greater
than 50 m/s is very unlikely [33]).
Compared with other network configurations mentioned
in [24, 25, 26, 28], the developed sensor network greatly
reduces the required sensor numbers and geographical dis-
persion. More importantly, it is easy to be generalized
and adapted to different PV systems. Last but not least,
the network is flexible, and one can conveniently add or
remove sensors, even a layer.
3. Proposed SRP-Enet nowcasting method
The flowchart of the proposed SRP-Enet nowcasting
method is shown in Figure 3. It has been pointed out
that the nowcasting performance can be highly dependent
on the ability to capture the ST dynamical components
of the irradiance field [22]. In this regards, the nowcast-
ing method proposed herein decomposes the irradiance dy-
namics into two scenarios, namely, ramp scenarios where
there are high possibilities for PV power fluctuations, and
stationary scenarios where more smoothed PV generation
is likely to be produced. Then two different ST predic-
tor preselection approaches are implemented based on the
scenario recognition. The consistent PV nowcasts with a
fixed prediction horizon is provided in stationary scenar-
ios, and complemented by the nowcasts in ramp scenarios
when CSV is available. A detailed description of the pro-
posed method is presented as following.
3.1. Scenario recognition
Suppose Φ = {S1, S2, . . . , SN} is the complete set of a
sensor network, where Si represents a single sensor, and
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Figure 3: A complete flowchart of the proposed SRP-Enet nowcasting method. The proposed method consists of three main blocks, namely
scenario recognition, ST predictor preselection, and PV nowcast strategy. The numbers between parentheses indicate the corresponding
sections for detailed description.
N = card(Φ) denotes the cardinality of the set, indi-
cating the overall sensor numbers. Φext and Φint repre-
sent two subsets, namely the exterior sensor set and in-
terior sensor set respectively, where Next = card(Φext),
N int = card(Φint), and Next + N int = N . Given the in-
stantaneous measurements of two sensors i, j at time t
being xi,t and xj,t, two scenarios are defined as:
Stationary scenario: A stationary scenario will be iden-
tified if the absolute measurements difference between ar-
bitrary two sensors in the network is less than a predefined
threshold value Pth:
∀ i, j ∈ Φ, |xi,t − xj,t| ≤ Pth (1)
Ramp scenario: A ramp scenario will be identified if
there exists a pair of exterior sensor and interior sensor
whose absolute measurements difference is greater than a
predefined threshold value Pth:
∃ i ∈ Φext, j ∈ Φint, |xi,t − xj,t| > Pth (2)
Based on (1) and (2), the real-time sensor data stream
is processed and labeled as stationary x̄i,t or ramp x̃j,t,
where the hats “−” and “∼” denote the stationary scenario
and ramp scenario respectively. A scenario recognition
signal ζt is then generated, given by
ζt =
{
0, stationary scenario
1, ramp scenario
(3)
It should be noticed that a stationary scenario reveals
not only a clear-sky condition, but also a sky with com-
plete and heavy cloud coverage, under which a smooth
sensor output series can be observed as well. In addition,
the recognition of each scenario requires at least two sen-
sor measurement profiles, which enhances the reliability of
recognition (the occurrence of simultaneous measurements
error by multiple sensors is significantly decreased).
3.2. ST predictor preselection
In ramp scenarios, due to the rapid movements of CSVs,
a fast ST predictor preselection algorithm is desired to
cope with the cloud dynamics. However, the sensor data
in stationary scenarios typically presents to be much more
smooth and less featured in fluctuations, which slows the
preselection process. If the ramp scenarios share a similar
preselection mechanism to stationary scenarios, the cloud
information may not be reported in time, leading to in-
sufficient time buffer for GFC preparation. Thus for the
proposed SRP method, two different preselection strate-
gies are adopted based on the former scenario recognition.
3.2.1. Preselection in stationary scenarios
For stationary scenario analysis, the 1-s resolution sen-
sor data is first downsampled to h-resolution, since the
consistent PV nowcasting with a fixed prediction horizon
h is demanded in this scenario. Given the time instant t,
the output time series of an arbitrary sensor i ∈ Φ and
focal PV system can be found by
X
Tobs
i,t =

x̄i,t−Tobs
...
x̄i,t−2h
x̄i,t−h
 , Y Tobst =

ȳt−Tobs
...
ȳt−2h
ȳt−h
 (4)
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Figure 4: An example of determining the threshold correlation co-
efficient Υ for a network with 5 sensors. In this case, sensor data
collected over 6 hours are used to generate the distribution, leading
to the peak probability set {PΥ1 , · · · , PΥ5}. In this case, PΥ3 is
found as the minimum value in the set, thus Υ3 = 0.8 is selected as
the threshold.
where X
Tobs
i,t and Y
Tobs
t respectively denote the time series
of sensor measurements and focal PV system outputs over
an observation window Tobs.
To indicate the most-relevant ST predictors among the
sensor network, all the sensor series will be shifted in time,
and the correlation coefficient is calculated with an increas-
ing time shift δt = −nh, . . . ,−h, 0, h, . . . , nh, given by
ρi,δt =
Cov(X
Tobs
i,t+δt, Y
Tobs
t )√
V ar(X
Tobs
i,t+δt)
√
V ar(Y
Tobs
t )
, i ∈ Φ (5)
where Cov(·) and V ar(·) indicate the covariance function
and variance function respectively.
To effectively filter out the irrelevant sensors, a thresh-
old correlation coefficient Υ is applied. Then only the sen-
sors with max(ρi,δt) > Υ are selected as spatial predictors.
The spatial predictor preselection is formulated by
Φ = {i}, if max(ρi,δt) > Υ, i ∈ Φ (6)
where Φ represents the stationary spatial predictor set,
and n̄s = card(Φ) denotes the number of spatial predictors.
The selection of threshold value Υ varies case by case,
which is mainly dependent on the network configuration,
local meteorological conditions, etc. Figure 4 shows an ex-
ample of finding a proper Υ for a network with 5 sensors.
For a group choices of threshold value {Υ1,Υ2 , · · · ,Υk},
each element will be fed to Equation (6), and the cor-
responding probability distribution of the selected spatial
predictor numbers are calculated. For each probability dis-
tribution, the maximum probability value will be recorded,
appending to the set {PΥ1 , PΥ2 , · · · , PΥk}. A proper Υ is
then indicated by the minimum value in the set, given by
Υ = argmin
Υj
({PΥ1 , PΥ2 , · · · , PΥk}), j = 1, 2, · · · , k (7)
The reason for seeking the minimum probability peak is
that a smaller probability peak always contributes to a
smoother distribution (as shown by the red distribution
in Figure 4). In this regard, more choices of spatial pre-
dictor selection are available, thus the preselection can be
implemented more effectively.
The optimized time shift for each selected spatial pre-
dictor is located where the correlation coefficient reaches
the maximum, given by
γi = argmax
δt
(ρi,δt), i ∈ Φ (8)
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Figure 5: An example of seeking the optimized time shift between an individual sensor and focal PV system in a stationary scenario, with
Υ = 0.8, h = 10 s, n = 5 over an observation window Tobs 240 s. (a) The original time series of sensor measurements (red line) and focal
system outputs (blue line). (b) The sensor measurement series is shifted with an optimized δt. (c) The correlation plot in regard to an
increasing δt, and the optimized time shift γ̄i is found as 40 s (n̄t = 4), when the correlation coefficient reaches the maximum, 0.927.
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The number of temporal predictors, n̄t is then indicated
by the largest γi,
n̄t =
max(γi)
h
, i ∈ Φ (9)
An example of seeking the optimized time shift for an indi-
vidual sensor is illustrated in Figure 5, and the procedures
will be conducted for all the sensors simultaneously.
Finally, the preselected stationary ST predictors can
be formulated as
x̄(i; n̄t) =
[
x̄i,t−h x̄i,t−2h · · · x̄i,t−n̄th︸ ︷︷ ︸
n̄t
]
, i ∈ Φ (10)
where x̄(i; n̄t) ∈ R1×(n̄s×n̄t).
3.2.2. Preselection in ramp scenarios
In ramp scenarios, CSV becomes the vital determinant
for ST predictor preselection. Two factors, namely cloud
shadow size and cloud shadow velocity affect the spatial
and temporal correlations among the sensors respectively.
On one hand, the unshaded sensors under different CSV
coverage sizes can introduce irrelevant spatial predictors.
On the other hand, various cloud shadow velocities can
rise changeable time lags between the sensor measurements
and focal system. As a result, a faster preselection algo-
rithm capable of capturing CSV dynamics is demanded.
At this stage, the peak difference minimization (PDM) al-
gorithm is proposed, which allows an online CSV tracking
and adaptive updates of ST predictors.
The basic principle of PDM is that the frequent cloud
coverage and opening in ramp scenarios will show negative
and positive peaks in sensor readings, and influence the
exterior and interior sensors sequentially. Once the sensors
with similar peaks are matched, the corresponding time
lag between the sensor readings is available, and the CSV
can be derived. Notice that an assumption has been made
that the CSV remains approximately unchanged during
the transit. Typically, CSV velocities can reach tens m/s
[33], and the transit time for a CSV passing through the
network may merely last for few minutes. It is therefore
reasonable to consider that the assumption can hold within
such a short time period.
Algorithm 1 shows the implementation of PDM. A trig-
ger signal is first defined to control the activation of the
algorithm, initialized to zero. When an exterior sensor
i ∈ Φext is first observed to experience a sudden value
change ∆x̃i,t0 at time instant t0, the trigger signal will be
set to 1, and PDM will be activated to estimate a time
buffer ∆t to support GFC. In this sense, a CSV has to
be computed before t0 + ∆t (the estimation of ∆t varies
with different CSVs and GFC regulations). Then PDM
will keep tracking other value changes among the rest of
sensors. Within the predefined time interval, PDM tries to
identify as many sensor value changes as possible, and all
the recorded sensors are appended to a new set Φ̃, impli-
cating the selected spatial predictors. As a result, only the
Algorithm 1 Peak Difference Minimization
Input: Sensor set: Φ, Φext and Φint, Sensor sampling time:
Ts, Error tolerance: ε, Alignments of sensor pairs: ~di,j .
Output: Spatial predictor set: Φ̃, Global CSV: ~V .
1: initial Φ̃ = {∅}, trigger = 0, δt = 0;
2: for i ∈ Φext do
3: Record the first sudden sensor reading change, ∆x̃it0 ;
4: trigger = 1;
5: Estimate the required time buffer for GFC, ∆t;
6: Append sensor i to Φ̃;
7: end for
8: if trigger == 1 then
9: while t < t0 + ∆t do
10: for j ∈ {Φ− Φ̃} do
11: Record another sudden reading change, ∆x̃jt ;
12: Append sensor j to Φ̃;
13: for δt = 0; δt ≤ t0 + ∆t− t; δt += Ts do
14: τi,j = argmin
δt
(|∆x̃i,t0 −∆x̃j,t0+δt| < ε);
15: end for
16: end for
17: end while
18: end if
19: if Φ̃ ∩ Φint 6= {∅} then
20: for j ∈ {Φ̃− i} do
21: ~V =
∑ ~di,j
τi,j
;
22: end for
23: return Φ̃, ~V ;
24: end if
sensors with sudden value changes (the shaded sensors) are
considered as spatial predictors, and the unshaded sensors
can be excluded.
To determine the peak sameness, instead of compar-
ing the peak values directly, PDM checks how close the
value changes are. The biggest advantage of comparing
the value changes is that the differencing can eliminate the
inherent sensor calibration errors. A small positive value
ε is then applied as an error tolerance to control the con-
fidence level of peak sameness. With an increasing time
shift δt, two sensors i, j are said to be correlated at τi,j
once the difference between their value changes is smaller
than ε. Together with the known spatial distance ~di,j , the
global CSV, ~V is obtained. Notice that only when the in-
tersection of set Φ̃ and set Φint is not empty would PDM
output the results. In another word, the CSV should cover
at least one interior sensor. In case of a CSV that only cov-
ers exterior sensors, it is deemed to cause no impact on the
focal PV system, thus there is no need for preselection.
Then the time lag between the selected sensors and
focal PV system can be estimated by
γ̃i =
~Di
~V
, i ∈ Φ̃ (11)
where ~Di is the spatial distance between the sensor i and
the focal PV system. The number of temporal predictors
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is determined by the largest γ̃i,
ñt = max(
γ̃i
∆t
), i ∈ Φ̃ (12)
Finally, the preselected ramp ST predictors can be for-
mulated as
x̃(i; ñt) =
[
x̃i,t−Ts x̃i,t−2Ts · · · x̃i,t−ñtTs︸ ︷︷ ︸
ñt
]
, i ∈ Φ̃ (13)
where x̃(i; ñt) ∈ R1×(ñs×ñt), and ñs = card(Φ̃) indicates
the number of selected spatial predictors.
3.2.3. A complete preselection function
At this stage, a complete ST preselection mechanism
is developed, and the following functions should apply: ns = sel(card(Φ), card(Φ̃), ζt)nt = max(sel( γi
∆t
,
γ̃i
∆t
, ζt)
) (14)
and
x(i;nt) =
[
xi,t−ts xi,t−2ts · · ·xi,t−ntts
]
, i ∈ sel(Φ, Φ̃, ζt)
(15)
where sel(a, b, ζt) is the selection function, which outputs
a when ζt = 0 (stationary scenarios), and outputs b when
ζt = 1 (ramp scenarios). In this way, different ST predic-
tion preselection strategies can be automatically applied
based on the scenario recognition signal.
Notice that although the use of the largest time lag γ̃i in
(9) and (12) may result in irrelevant temporal predictors
included in the model, the computational complexity is
greatly reduced. This problem will be further addressed
in Section 3.3, where a penalized model is introduced for
additional predictor filtering.
3.3. PV Nowcasting Strategy
Prior to PV nowcasting, the GHI data from the sensor
network are transformed into clear-sky index data in order
to remove diurnal patterns in the GHI time series. Such
transformation is often referred as detrending. Given a
sensor i at time t, the detrending is defined as
k∗i,t =
xi,t
xclri,t
(16)
where k∗i,t is the clear-sky index, xi,t and x
clr
i,t denote the
measured GHI and clear-sky irradiance respectively. In
this work, the clear-sky irradiance for each sensor or focal
PV system is generated directly by fitting the measured
data on a clear day in the most recent past, as introduced
in [34]. After prediction, the nowcasted clear-sky indices
are converted back to GHI or PV power. The advantage
of using this data-driven method for clear-sky index gen-
eration rather than applying a clear-sky model is that the
real data can inherently account for the measurement dis-
crepancies such as orientations and calibration errors.
3.3.1. Nowcasting model
As mentioned earlier, the preselection in both scenarios
may introduce irrelevant temporal predictors. To address
this problem, a penalized regression model becomes use-
ful to provide further predictor filtering. The ridge regres-
sion and lasso are two frequently used penalized regression
models. The former penalizes the residual sum of squares
using an `2-penalty, while the latter takes `1-penalty. The
biggest advantage of ridge regression is its stability and
strong tolerance to small changes in model inputs. How-
ever, the ridge regression estimates always retain a whole
set of predictors. In contrast, lasso can completely exclude
the unexpected predictors from the model by shrinking
their parameters to zero. However, lasso may lose its ef-
fectiveness when strong collinearity or aggregation effect is
observed among the predictors, which is just the case for
the sensors under a same cloud coverage. Consequently,
only few or even one predictor is selected, and the model
become less interpretable. In this work, we introduce the
elastic-net, whose regularization term is a convex combi-
nation of `1-penalty and `2-penalty. The integration of
both `1 and `2 penalties allows for leaning a sparse model
with fewer zero weights than lasso, while maintaining the
stability as ridge regression.
Given a data set with n predictors and m samples X ∈
Rm×n, and responses Y ∈ Rm×1, the elastic-net estimator
is given by
Θ̂ = argmin
Θ
{∥∥XΘ− Y ∥∥2
2
+ λα
∥∥Θ∥∥
1
+ λ(1− α)
∥∥Θ∥∥2
2
}
(17)
where Θ ∈ Rn×1 is the regression parameter, and λ > 0 is
the regularization parameter which regulates the strength
of the penalty. The larger the value of regularization pa-
rameter λ, the greater the amount of shrinkage and thus
the parameters become more robust to collinearity. Spe-
cially, the elastic net transforms into ridge regression when
α = 0, and becomes lasso when α = 1. In this work, all the
parameters are selected using the k-fold cross validation.
3.3.2. Coordinated nowcasts
As aforementioned, a fixed prediction horizon h is avail-
able in the stationary scenarios. However, the prediction
horizon in ramp scenarios, ñtTs is limited by the size of
the network and CSV velocities. The larger the CSV ve-
locity and the smaller the network dimensions, the shorter
prediction is provided. To aggregate the predictions in two
scenarios, a coordinated framework is developed, as shown
in Figure 6.
In the stationary scenarios, the ST correlations among
the sensors present to be more stable due to the steady ir-
radiance resources. In this sense, the stationary predictor
set x̄(i; n̄t) is only updated for each time interval ∆T to
adapt the gradual attributes change, e.g. ambient temper-
ature, pressure and humidity, etc. In the ramp scenarios,
beside updating the ramp predictor set x̃(i; ñt), the latest
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Figure 6: Flowchart of the developed coordinated nowcasting. The
consistent PV nowcasts with a fixed prediction horizon at t + h is
available in stationary scenarios. The forecasts are then further com-
plemented when the CSV is detected at t+ ñtTs in ramp scenarios.
preselected stationary predictors is also used for consistent
PV nowcasting at t+h. Then the t+h nowcast with resolu-
tion of h is upsampled to the 1-s sequence, with backward
interpolation. When the CSV is detected, the interpolated
value at t+ ñtTs will be replaced by the nowcasting result.
The value sequence is then downsampled back to h by cal-
culating the mean of the sequence. In this way, consistent
PV nowcasts with a fixed prediction horizon of h becomes
available in both of the scenarios, while the cloud dynam-
ics is contained.
4. Results
In this section, a concentric network prototype with 5
sensors is deployed on the rooftops, whose layout is shown
in Figure 7. The network consists of 3 exterior sensors
Φext = {S2, S3, S4}, and 2 interior sensors Φint = {S1, S5}.
Another sensor is used to mimic the generation of a 5 MW
S5
S4
S3S2
S1
PV system
Figure 7: Layout of the deployed sensor network prototype, with 3
exterior sensors and 2 interior sensors. Arrow in the top shows the
dominate wind direction.
PV system. Refer to the design in Figure 2, the specific
network deployment is displayed in Table 1. The central
server is equipped with Intel Core i7 2.9-GHz CPU. All
the processing is carried out using Python. The system
is operated continuously from November 1, 2018 to April
1, 2019. Due to the limited experimental configuration,
only the data measured in the days with dominated wind
directions from 0◦ to 60◦ north is used. After several cali-
bration tests, the correlation coefficient threshold is found
as Υ = 0.8, the threshold value for scenario recognition is
chosen to be Pth = 2.5, and the error tolerance of PDM is
set as ε = 5.
4.1. Error metrics
To evaluate the proposed nowcasting strategy, several
error metrics are used in this work. Given the measured
PV generation yi, and the predicted value ŷi, the normal-
ized root mean square error is given by
nRMSE =
√
1
m
∑m
i=1(yi − ŷi)2
1
m
∑m
i=1 yi
× 100% (18)
The forecast skill proposed in [35] is given by
FS = 1− nRMSE
nRMSEp
(19)
where nRMSEp is the nRMSE produced by the persistence
model. The metric FS equals to 1 for a perfect forecast,
and takes a negative value when the proposed model is
inferior to the persistence model.
For GFC application such as ramp-rate control, fore-
casts of peak values (both positive and negative) during
each ramp event become critical [36]. In this regards, the
normalized peak mean absolute error (nPMAE) is pro-
posed, given by
nPMAE =
1
mp
∑mp
i=1 |y
p
i − ŷ
p
i |
1
mp
∑mp
i=1 y
p
i
× 100% (20)
where mp is the number of peaks, y
p
i and ŷ
p
i denote the
measured and predicted peak values respectively. The
nPMAE also measures the model adaptability to the CSV.
Table 1: Spatial distances in meters (m) between the sensors. The
maximum distance is found as 224 m between S2 and S4. The min-
imum distance is found as 55 m between S4 and S5.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 PV
S1 - 58 100 193 168 130
S2 58 - 116 224 200 185
S3 100 116 - 116 122 152
S4 193 224 116 - 55 158
S5 168 200 122 55 - 100
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Figure 8: The preselection example for a moderate day on 2018
December 24. (a) PV generation profiles and scenario recognition
results, where the grey line and blue line represent the recognized
stationary and ramp scenarios respectively, and the red line shows
the scenario signal. (b) Results of spatial predictor preselection using
SRP. (c) Results of temporal predictor preselection using SRP.
4.2. Results of predictor preselection using SRP
To demonstrate the effect of SRP preselection, we con-
sider a preselection example on a day with moderate vari-
ability, on 2018 December 24. In this example, consistent
PV nowcasts with a prediction horizon h = 10 s are gener-
ated. Thus the data processed in stationary scenarios are
averaged into 10-s intervals. In addition, a fixed GFC time
buffer for PDM is chosen as ∆t = 5 s, and the stationary
predictors is set to be updated for each ∆T = 10 min.
Before implementing SRP, the scenario recognition sig-
nal is generated to describe the real-time PV dynamics, as
shown in Figure 8(a). In this case, 13% data points are
identified as ramp. Figure. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) show the
spatial and temporal preselection results respectively. It
can be seen that 5 spatial predictors, that is, a whole set of
sensors are mostly selected in the stationary scenarios, and
at least 3 spatial predictors are included. This indicates
that strong spatial correlations can be observed among the
sensors during these periods. In the ramp scenarios, fewer
spatial predictors are selected. Except for the two neces-
sary along-wind sensors, the PDM typically preselects one
additional spatial predictor, and maximum two are prese-
lected (in very few cases). The selection is mainly limited
by the predefined GFC time buffer, which is fixed as 5 s in
this case. The effect of varying ∆t will be further studied
in Section 4.4.
For the temporal predictor preselection, it can be seen
that only few or even no temporal predictor is selected in
the stationary scenarios (0 in most cases). This is mainly
due to the steady irradiance received during these periods,
which greatly relieves the solar temporal dynamics. In the
ramp scenarios, 8 predictors are mostly selected, implicat-
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Figure 9: Nowcasting using SRP (red line) and measured PV genera-
tion (black dotted line) for a period on 2018 December 24. Nowcast-
ing results before coordination (using stationary predictors only) is
represented by the blue solid line. After coordination, the predictions
approach closer to the actual peaks.
ing a time lag of 8 s. Considering an average distance of
56.5 m between the focal system and interior sensors (S4
and S5), the average detected CSV velocity is estimated as
7 m/s. Notice that the actual wind speed during the day
has been reported as 6.5 m/s, which proves the proposed
SRP method to be effective to track CSV.
4.3. Results of coordinated PV nowcasts
Once the ST predictors are preselected, the 10-s ahead
nowcasting is generated by coordinating the results in the
two scenarios. For each prediction, only the adjacent 720
data points (approximately 20% data of the whole day)
are used for training, implicating the most recent 120 and
12 minutes data respectively for stationary and ramp sce-
narios. For a single nowcast, the computation time can
be controlled within 10 ms, which makes the proposed
method feasible for real-time GFC.
To visualize the coordination effects, a snapshot from
14:05 to 14:30 is plotted in Figure 9. It can be seen that the
coordination improves the nowcasts significantly. Before
coordination, only stationary predictors are fed into the
model, thus it performs better when less fluctuations are
observed. For the nowcasts during large ramps, the perfor-
mance deteriorates as the predicted values always fail to
reach the ramp peaks. After coordination, the ramp pre-
dictors begin to enter the model, making it more adaptive
to the fast moving CSVs. In this way, the nowcasts gen-
erated by stationary predictors are further complemented,
with the predicted values approaching closer to the ramp
peaks. During this specific time period, the nPMAE be-
fore coordination is found as 15.80%, and reduces to 8.47%
(43.4% improvements) after coordination. For the now-
casts of the entire day, the nRMSE, FS, and nPMAE are
4.71%, 0.40, 7.98% respectively.
4.4. Case study 1: nowcasting under various GFC time
buffers
The previous example assumes a fixed GFC time buffer.
In practice, however, the required time buffer can vary
from case to case according to different GFC regulations.
Therefore, we investigate the effect of various GFC time
9
Table 2: The nowcasting performance for various GFC time buffers.
30-s ahead nowcasting is generated on 2018 December 24.
∆t (s) nRMSE (%) nPMAE (%) FS
2 5.05 10.56 0.36
5 4.71 7.98 0.40
10 4.64 7.07 0.41
20 5.35 12.05 0.32
30 5.68 16.87 0.27
60 5.68 16.87 0.27
buffers on nowcasting accuracy in this case study. Recall
the coordination flowchart in Figure 6, the ramp predic-
tor set ought to be updated before time t+ h, implicating
∆t < h. Otherwise the prediction becomes useless. In
this sense, we consider herein the 30-s ahead nowcasting
to provide more choices of ∆t. The results are depicted in
Table 2.
It can be seen that the accuracy reduction with dif-
ferent time buffers is marginal. The use of 5-s and 10-s
time buffers generate comparable results, and outperform
the other cases. This result aligns with the discussions in
Section 4.2. With an average wind velocity of 6.5 m/s, it
generally takes 8 s for a CSV to arrive the focal PV sys-
tem. Thus to effectively preselect the relevant predictors
in a ramp scenario, a searching time near 8 s is preferred.
However, for most GFC applications, the CSV has to be
identified before it reaches the focal system. In this re-
gard, the 5-s choice seems to be superior to the 10-s case
although the 10-s time buffer offers slight improvements.
It is also found that when ∆t > 10 s, the performance
begin to deteriorate. This is due to the slow preselection
process that may not be able to timely update the ramp
predictors. For the case of ∆t = 20 s, there is only a 10-s
interval before generating nowcasts (since the ramp pre-
dictors should be updated before t+ 30 s). Consequently,
only the CSVs occurred between t and t+10 can be identi-
fied. As ∆t further increases, eventually there would be no
CSV being reported (such as the 30-s and 60-s cases). As
a result, only stationary predictors are fed into the model,
and the model becomes less robust in ramp scenarios with
larger nPMAE errors. On the other hand, when the time
buffer is insufficient (such as the 2 s case), fewer predictors
are preselected, which also hinders the nowcasting perfor-
mance.
4.5. Case study 2: nowcasting using various training data
lengths
In this case study, we evaluate the effect of training
data length on the nowcasting performance. The 10-s
ahead nowcasts are generated as the previous example. In
addition, another 9 cloudy days with similar wind direc-
tions are selected for generalization (totally 10 days). To
benchmark the proposed method, the persistence (Pers),
linear regression (LR), and long short-term memory recur-
rent neural networks (LSTM) models are used.
Table 3: The 10-s ahead nowcasting performance of the proposed
method (SRP-Enet) and benchmarking models for various training
data points. The results are averaged over the 10 days.
Length Pers LR LSTM SRP-Enet
360
nRMSE (%) 8.24 8.82 9.92 6.57
nPMAE (%) 18.20 19.96 14.70 12.67
FS - -0.07 -0.20 0.20
720
nRMSE (%) 8.24 6.74 8.34 5.83
nPMAE (%) 18.20 15.92 14.61 8.57
FS - 0.18 -0.01 0.29
1080
nRMSE (%) 8.24 6.70 8.19 6.18
nPMAE (%) 18.20 15.21 14.37 10.42
FS - 0.19 0.01 0.25
1440
nRMSE (%) 8.24 6.63 7.91 6.29
nPMAE (%) 18.20 14.90 14.08 11.24
FS - 0.20 0.04 0.24
1800
nRMSE (%) 8.24 6.58 7.64 6.37
nPMAE (%) 18.20 14.62 13.97 11.78
FS - 0.20 0.07 0.23
The Pers model is the most commonly used and sim-
plest type of solar nowcasting. It assumes the conditions
(irradiance, temperature, cloud coverage, etc.) remain the
same between t and t+h. Thus the Pers model only shows
promising results at very short time horizons, making it a
standard for benchmarking solar nowcasting [37, 38]. The
LR is also a commonly used benchmark model for ST now-
casting. When a short prediction horizon is desired, the
strong linearity between the measurements of sensors and
focal PV system makes the regression based model a pri-
ority for solar nowcasting [22, 39]. Furthermore, in order
to compare with the recent advances in AI-enhanced tech-
nology, the LSTM model, which is typically applied to
time-series forecasting, is included for comparison as well
[40].
The LSTM model used here is constructed with 50 neu-
rons in the first hidden layer and 1 neuron in the output
layer for prediction. The model is fit for 50 epochs with a
batch size of 10. The LR and LSTM models use the same
training data length as the proposed method. In addition,
the CSV information is unknown to the two models, thus
sufficient ST predictors are assumed, i.e. a whole set of
5 spatial predictors and 10 temporal predictors. The per-
sistence model directly transforms the measurements of
sensor S5 to PV generation. The results are displayed in
Table 3.
It is an interesting finding that the proposed SRP-Enet
method generates the best nowcasts with 720 data points
(20% training length). As the training data length fur-
ther increases, its performance deteriorates instead. This
is mainly due to the effects of SRP, where the predictors
are constantly updated. As a result, data collected several
hours ago may not be suitable to fit the latest preselected
predictors. For LR and LSTM models, their accuracies de-
crease when the training data become fewer. Even when
the data is sufficient such as using 1800 points (data col-
10
lected within 5 hours, accounting for 40% of the whole data
set), due to the large number of irrelevant predictors, their
performances are still inferior to that of of the SRP-Enet.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the more advanced LSTM
model is beaten even by a simple LR model in the tests.
This observation is consistent with the discussions in [22]
that the strong correlations among the predictors makes
the regression-based methods a priority for PV nowcasting
application.
We note that the problem of training data length may
be relaxed for practical operation by using the historical
data in similar meteorological conditions. In this regard,
the performance of LSTM-type models may be further im-
proved. However, this case study verifies that the proposed
method can use much fewer training data while achiev-
ing similar or better results than the other models, which
makes the proposed method more advantageous when his-
torical data becomes unavailable.
4.6. Case study 3: nowcasting with various prediction hori-
zons
In the previous studies, performance of the SRP-Enet
along with several benchmarking models is evaluated at a
prediction horizon of 10 s. In this case study, nowcasts
with various prediction horizons are presented. Data from
the selected 10 days are averaged into 10, 20, 30, 60, and
300 s intervals. Based on the results from case study 2,
the most recent 20% data are used for training. Table 4
shows the nowcasting results.
It can be concluded from Table 4 that the proposed
SRP-Enet method has a better performance than the bench-
marking models for all the prediction horizons. For the
prediction within 60 s, cloud dynamics still dominates the
accuracy, thus the inclusion of temporal predictors in the
model can significantly improve the nowcasts. For h =
300 s, the impacts of CSV is greatly relieved thanks to the
well-known temporal smoothing effect [41]. In this case,
the inclusion of unnecessary temporal predictors is likely
to deteriorate the nowcasts, which accounts for the unac-
ceptable results of the LR model. Although the redundant
Table 4: Nowcasting performance of the proposed SRP-Enet and
benchmarking models at various prediction horizons. The results
are averaged over the 10 days.
h (s) Pers LR LSTM SRP-Enet
10
nRMSE (%) 8.24 6.74 8.34 5.83
nPMAE (%) 18.20 15.92 14.61 8.57
FS - 0.18 -0.01 0.29
20
nRMSE (%) 7.84 6.00 7.33 4.86
nPMAE (%) 15.34 12.58 13.22 7.26
FS - 0.23 0.06 0.35
30
nRMSE (%) 6.91 5.67 6.84 4.59
nPMAE (%) 10.59 9.53 10.07 6.88
FS - 0.18 0.01 0.34
60
nRMSE (%) 5.53 4.92 5.37 4.24
nPMAE (%) 8.28 7.82 8.15 6.32
FS - 0.11 0.03 0.23
300
nRMSE (%) 2.35 4.02 2.59 2.30
nPMAE (%) 4.50 7.08 5.11 3.95
FS - -0.7 -0.1 0.02
temporal predictors are also included in the SRP-Enet, the
inherent regularized term of elastic-net model provides a
supplementary predictor filtering. Thus the SRP-Enet is
still comparable to the persistence model. It is also ob-
served that as the prediction horizon expands, the nPMAE
differences between the models decreases rapidly. This also
verifies the temporal smoothing effect at larger prediction
horizons.
4.7. Case study 4: nowcasting in different weathers
So far the studies have shown that the proposed SRP-
Enet model is able to produce better results in cloudy days.
In this case study, we investigate the nowcasting perfor-
mance in different weathers, namely, the sunny, cloudy,
and rainy days. For each weather type, 10 days are se-
lected during the experimental days. Based on the pre-
vious studies, 20% data are used for training to generate
10-s ahead PV nowcasts. Figure 10 shows the examples of
nowcasting in the 3 typical weather conditions.
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Figure 10: Nowcasting examples under typical weather conditions (a) sunny, (b) cloudy, (c) rainy. The proposed SRP-Enet method approaches
the closest to the ramp peaks compared with the other methods.
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It can be seen from Figure 10 that the SRP-Enet now-
casts approach close proximity to the ramp peaks in all
weather conditions, which is otherwise unachievable using
other methods. This property should become especially
important for GFC application such as ramp-rate control,
where the peak values dominate the control operations.
Table 5 depicts the nowcasting performance during the
respective 10 days. It is evident from Table 5 that the
SRP-Enet method generally outperforms the benchmark-
ing methods in all weathers, with an apparent reduction in
term of nPMAE. In the cloudy days, the SRP-Enet now-
casts show an average nRMSE and nPMAE improvements
over 13.5% and 41.3% compared with the benchmarking
methods. At first glance the SRP-Enet does not show as
much nRMSE improvements in sunny days as it does in
cloudy days. Due to the infrequent cloud coverages in the
sunny days, even a large error of predicting PV fluctua-
tions may not significantly influence the nRMSE. In this
regard, the nRMSE is unfaithful to tell the reliability of
the nowcasts. On the contrary, the nPMAE, which aims
to describe the ability of predicting PV ramps, becomes
useful. In the sunny days, the nPMAE improvements by
the SRP-Enet is more than 20% over the other methods.
Another observation can be made is that the SRP-Enet
nowcasts in the rainy days present to be inferior to the per-
sistence model in term of nRMSE. As the CSV diminishes
in precipitation, the raining periods are always referred
to the stationary scenarios. However, the meteorological
features such as ambient temperature and humidity can
change rapidly during these periods. Thus a interval of
∆T = 10 min for updating stationary predictors may not
response to these sudden changes in time.
We have noticed that in some areas, additional weather
types such as snowstorm and sandstorm may also be ob-
served. In these cases, however, the proposed SRP-Enet
forecasting can still be utilizable, since the sensors can feel
the snow drop or sand cover as similar as the PV system
is experiencing (the sensor material, tilt angle etc. are
similar to the focal PV system).
Table 5: Nowcasting performance in different weather conditions.
10 typical days are selected for each weather type. The results are
averaged over the respective days.
Pers LR LSTM SRP-Enet
Sunny
nRMSE (%) 2.71 2.37 3.19 2.35
nPMAE (%) 6.64 5.98 7.02 4.81
FS - 0.13 -0.18 0.13
Cloudy
nRMSE (%) 8.24 6.74 8.34 5.83
nPMAE (%) 18.20 15.92 14.61 8.57
FS - 0.18 -0.01 0.29
Rainy
nRMSE (%) 4.59 5.01 5.65 4.92
nPMAE (%) 7.86 9.26 10.99 7.17
FS - -0.09 -0.23 -0.07
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Figure 11: Nowcasts before and after applying SRP to all the models
for a period on 2018 December 24. The measured PV generation is
represented by the black dotted line. Top, linear regression. Mid-
dle, LSTM. Bottom, elastic-net.
4.8. Case study 5: applying SRP to all the models
The last case study in this paper evaluates the effects
of SRP. Nowcasts with and without the favor of SRP are
studied for all the models. When SRP is unavailable, suf-
ficient ST predictors, i.e., a full set of spatial predictors
ns = 5 with temporal lag nt = 10, are considered. The
configurations of this case study are identical to case study
4, namely, generating 10-s ahead nowcasts with a training
length of 20%. The results are generalized on the 10 cloudy
days to exclude the non-cloud factors (such as the sudden
change of temperature and humidity in rainy days). Figure
11 shows the snapshots of nowcasts using different models
before and after applying SRP.
Before SRP, a large number of irrelevant predictors are
fed to the models. Consequently, the LR nowcasts typi-
cally become much more fluctuated than expected (see the
top plot), and the LSTM nowcasts present to be lagging
to the measurements (see the middle plot). Benefiting
from its penalty term, the elastic-net produces much more
smooth nowcasts than LR, and there is no lag between
the predicted and measured time series (see the bottom
plot). However, it is still far beyond satisfactory since it
12
Table 6: Nowcasting performance before and after applying SRP.
The results are averaged over the 10 days.
LR LSTM Elastic-Net
Before
nRMSE (%) 6.74 8.34 6.18
nPMAE (%) 15.92 14.61 10.36
FS 0.18 -0.01 0.25
After
nRMSE (%) 6.12 6.58 5.83
nPMAE (%) 10.02 10.27 8.57
FS 0.26 0.20 0.29
always fails to reach the ramp peaks. After SRP, it can
be seen that the nowcasts for all the models are signifi-
cantly improved. With proper predictors preselected, the
LR nowcasts become more stable. The lagging issue of
LSTM is also relieved. More importantly, all the nowcasts
approach closer to the ramp peaks.
The error metrics before and after applying SRP for
the models are shown in Table 6. It is observed that al-
though the benchmarking models use the similar predic-
tors, their performances are still inferior to the elastic-net
based nowcasts. This observation validates the effective-
ness of the penalty term of the elastic-net model, which
is able to provide additional predictor reduction. In this
case, the nRMSE improvements after applying SRP are
found as 9.19%, 21.1%, and 5.66% respectively for the LR,
LSTM, and elastic-net model. The nPMAE improvements
are found as 37.06%, 29.71%, and 17.28%, respectively.
5. A practical application: PV power ramp-rate
control
In this section, we demonstrate a practical GFC appli-
cation of the proposed SRP-Enet nowcasting: PV power
ramp-rate control (PRRC).
5.1. Basic principle
At present, the PV power ramp-rates are mitigated
either by integrating energy storage system or curtailing
PV active power. The former strategy utilizes the energy
storages to save or release energy when PV generation in-
creases or decreases faster than the ramp-rate limit. Al-
though the control can be effective, the high cost of en-
ergy storages is still hindering its practical application.
The latter strategy complies with the ramp-rate require-
ment by suppressing the real-time PV generation, namely,
controlling the system working point away from the max-
imum power point. However, its application is limited at
the power ramp-up side, since no external devices can be
used to compensate the ramp-down fluctuations. As a re-
sult, a novel control strategy so-called battery-less PRRC
emerges, which utilizes the very short-term PV forecasting
[42, 43]. The control principle is shown in Figure 12(a).
For ramp-up fluctuations, the control works similar to
the conventional power curtailment method, where the
ramps are directly smoothed on the inverter level by regu-
lating the maximum power point of PV panels. For ramp-
down fluctuations, the integration of PV nowcasting allows
to predict the power drop time at ta and the resultant out-
put change ∆P . Given a predefined ramp-rate limit Rs
and system rated power Prated, the control time tc can be
found by
∆P
(ta − tc)Prated
= Rs (21)
In this way, both ramp-up and ramp-down fluctuations can
be smoothed by active power curtailment, and no energy
storage system is required. However, the performance of
battery-less PRRC highly relies on the accurate prediction
of upcoming ramps, especially the ramp peak magnitudes.
Control with perfect forecasts as seen in Figure 12(a) are
typically not available in practice. In the case of the pre-
dicted ramp peak is smaller than fact, as seen in Figure
12(b), a smaller power change ∆P is reported, leading to a
delayed control time tc. As a result, it causes a ramp viola-
tion. In the case of the predicted ramp peak is larger than
the fact, shown in Figure 12(c), a larger ∆P can result in
an earlier control time tc. Consequently, more energy is
curtailed or wasted.
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Figure 12: Implementation of battery-less PV power ramp-rate con-
trol. (a) Control with perfect forecast. The use of very short-term
PV forecasting ensures power curtailment for both ramp-up and
ramp-down fluctuations. (b) Control with inaccurate forecast. The
predicted ramp peak is smaller than the fact, leading to a ramp vi-
olation. (c) Control with inaccurate forecast. The predicted ramp
peak is larger than the fact, leading to more energy curtailment.
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Figure 13: Results of the battery-less power ramp-rate control using 10-s ahead nowcasts for a period on 2018 December 24, with Rs= ±100
kW/s. Left. The original PV generation (blue line) and the regulated PV generation (red line). Right. The original ramp-rates (grey line)
and regulated ramp-rates (green line). The ramp-rate limits are represented by the red dashed line.
To evaluate the performance of battery-less PRRC, the
control failure and energy curtailment have been defined.
The control failure is calculated as the ratio of the observed
ramp violations over the total ramps during the target
period. The energy curtailment is defined as the ratio of
the curtailed energy over the total production during the
target period.
5.2. Battery-less PRRC with SRP-Enet nowcasts
Before implementing the control, a ramp-rate limit Rs
should be first defined. In this study, we follow the reg-
ulation in [5], where the maximum allowed ramp-rate is
suggest to be 100 kW/s for the PV systems above 11 kW.
It should be noticed that for battery-less PRRC applica-
tion, the GFC time buffer ∆t in PDM is no longer a fixed
value. Given the first sensor reading change at t0, the GFC
time buffer equals to
∆t = tc − t0 (22)
where tc is the control time defined in (21), which changes
with different CSVs. According to the previous case stud-
ies, the 10-s ahead PV nowcasts are generated with a train-
ing data length of 20%. The performance of the battery-
less PRRC is evaluated over the 10 cloudy days.
Figure 13 illustrates the control implementation for a
period on 2018 December 24. It can be seen from Figure
13 that with the favor of PV nowcasts, the power curtail-
ment method becomes useful to regulate the ramp-down
fluctuations, with the power generation actively curtailed
before the actual drops occur. During the specific period,
all the 96 ramp-up fluctuations and 49 of 50 ramp-down
fluctuations are effectively regulated. The control effec-
tiveness reaches 99.3%, and the energy being curtailed ac-
counts for 4.94% of the total generation. The only ramp
Table 7: Battery-less PRRC performance on the 10 cloudy days.
Moderate Highly variable
DSTR SRP-Enet DSTR SRP-Enet
nPMAE (%) 8.09 7.25 10.08 9.96
Control failure (%) 4.01 3.95 4.53 3.58
Energy curtailment (%) 2.23 1.66 2.89 3.05
violation occurs at 14:07. At this point, a ramp-rate of
-105 kW/s is observed, which is very close to the ramp-
rate limit. In this case, due to the unavoidable prediction
error, the ramp may not be truly recognized. Thus the
control is not effectively triggered.
Table 7 shows the control performance over the 10
cloudy days. To validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed SRP-Enet method on battery-less PRRC applica-
tion, the state-of-art algorithm developed in [42], namely,
dynamic spatio-temporal ramp forecasting (DSTR) is used
for benchmarking. Since the DSTR method works only
when ramp violations are observed, the metrics except for
nPMAE are discarded. It can be concluded that the pro-
posed SRP-Enet method generally outperforms the DSTR
algorithm. In both moderate and highly variable days, the
SRP-Enet method achieves lower nPMAE and control fail-
ure. It is also observed that in the highly variable days,
the DSTR method seems to sacrifice less energy. However,
this is mainly due to its more control failure. In another
word, the energy has not been not fully curtailed to smooth
out the ramp-down fluctuations due to the nowcasting in-
accuracies. We note that the effective use of DSTR algo-
rithm should require a larger and denser sensor network.
However, the feasibility and simplicity are also important
considerations for practical application. According to the
results presented above, the proposed SRP-Enet method is
proved to be more reliable than DSTR when fewer sensors
are considered.
6. Conclusion
This paper presents a novel sensor network based PV
nowcasting method with the newly developed ST predic-
tor preselection, which can be used for real-time GFC.
Compared to the conventional PV nowcasting methods,
the main improvements of the proposed method can be
summarized as:
1. The proposed SRP preselection establishes a com-
prehensive predictor preselection mechanism for both
spatial and temporal predictors in absence or pres-
ence of CSVs.
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2. The proposed SRP preselection decomposes the PV
dynamics into two scenarios, and the results in two
scenarios can be coordinated to provide consistent
PV nowcasts at a fixed prediction horizon, with CSV
information well contained. Specifically, the use of
the developed SRP preselection on different mod-
els shows an average nRMSE and nPMAE improve-
ments over 11% and 25% respectively.
3. The proposed SRP-Enet nowcasting reveals strong
adaptability under various weather conditions, es-
pecially in the highly cloudy days, with an average
nRMSE and nPMAE improvements over 13.5% and
41.3% respectively. In addition, it is able to use fewer
training data while achieving similar or better results
than the benchmarking models which use a larger
training set.
The feasibility of integrating SRP-Enet nowcasts to
GFC operation is also evaluated through practical exper-
iments. The results show that the use of SRP-Enet now-
casts on battery-less PRRC outperforms the state-of-art
algorithm, with less control failures and energy curtail-
ment.
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Appendix A. Sensor development
The sensor developed herein is based on a 5 cm × 5 cm
mini solar cell. Sensing directly using a solar cell shows ad-
vantages of presenting more similar characteristics to the
target PV systems, e.g. the sensitivities to ambient tem-
perature, humidity, etc. Therefore, the sensor becomes
more reliable on detecting CSV impacts with less mea-
surement variances caused by those “non-cloud” factors.
The basic theory behind is that the short-circuit cur-
rent of a solar cell can present to be quasi-linear to the
irradiance it receives [44]. In this sense, once we can mea-
sure the instantaneous short-circuit current of the solar
cell, and establish an appropriate conversion model, the
corresponding GHI can be derived. Given a tuning pa-
rameter β and intercept σ, the linearized conversion model
can be defined as
G = β · GSTC
ISCS
· ISC + σ (A.1)
where G and ISC are the measured global horizontal ir-
radiance (GHI) and short-circuit current, GSTC and ISCS
correspond to the solar irradiance and short-circuit current
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure A.14: Solar sensor prototype, (a) water-proof shell, (b) inside
configuration, (c) PV panel for self-charging.
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Figure A.15: Top. Example of solar sensor calibration with a pyra-
nometer (β = 1.31, σ = 78.26). Bottom. Comparison of calibrated
sensor measurements and pyranometer readings during cloud transi-
tions (temporal resolution of 1 s).
at standard test conditions (GSTC = 1000 W/m
2 with cell
temperature of 25◦C or 298 K).
In order to obtain the short-circuit current of the solar
cell, a small precise resistor (0.1 Ω) is connected in shunt.
In this way, the current through the resistor can approx-
imate to the short-circuit current. For each sensor, the
short-circuit current is recorded at 1-s resolution using a
STM32 micro-controller, powered by a Li-Po battery. Af-
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ter converting the short-circuit current data to GHI using
equation (A.1), the data is packed and transmitted to the
local server via a LoRa wireless communication module.
To assure a consistent and autonomous outdoor opera-
tion, the sensor is equipped with a water-proof shell and a
PV panel for self-charging, see Figure A.14. The cable-less
configuration also provides more flexibilities to the network
design.
Regarding the calibration, a commercial pyranometer
is placed closely to each sensor, and data from a total of
12 h are used. Figure A.15 shows an example of a sin-
gle sensor calibration. In this case, the regression param-
eters β and σ are found as 1.31 and 78.26 respectively.
The calibrated sensor measurements are compared with
the pyranometer readings over several cloud transition pe-
riods, and the mean absolute error is found to be 1.25%. It
should be noticed that for a more accurate measurement,
the individual cell temperature information is demanded.
However, the additional temperature data would occupy
more communication channels, and halve the amount of
sensors in the network.
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